
Expected duties of camper

Security shifts
At least two security shifts must be done per week; it may be

more depending on the amount of campers.
These shifts are three hours long, and you must be capable of doing them.

Various duties are expected to be preformed and whatever the EC on duty tells you to do.
If you miss one shift, it will be three day bar. Two shifts will be a seven day bar.

Period starts on Monday at 12.01am, and runs until Sunday at 11:59pm.

Community Credits

These are the duties that are directed to the future of the camp.  At least one community credit
must be done every two weeks or you must leave camp for fourteen days.

Various meetings or church services are available thru out the period.  The pamphlet they hand
out before the service is the proof and it must be in by 12:00 Midnight.  If you sign up for a

meeting and do not attend it will be a seven day bar.

Blankets

Every week the blankets are taken out to be cleaned. You must turn your blankets in by
Thursday  at 10:00pm.  Failure to turn in your blankets will result in a seven day bar.  Your tent

may be inspected to insure compliance, as this duty is imposed by the Health Department.

Things you might get barred for

1.  Loitering in the neighborhood.                                         9.    Parking your car
2.  Arguing with EC’s or Advisor.                                                    within two blocks.
3.  Too many blankets or mats in your tent.                       10.  Asking anyone from our
4.  Slamming Honey Bucket Doors                                               host or supporting churches
5.  Getting mail at camp or church. (or volunteers) for anything.
6.  Theft (of any residents’ property

or TC4 community property). 11.  Repeated write ups minor infractions.
7. Anything that causes a 911 call 12.  Sexual Harassment

(other than a LEGITIMATE emergency) 13. No Human waste in tents.
8. Buying alcohol in our host city. Must use Honey Buckets.
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